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Abstract

Low-swing (<600mV) submicron BiCMOS circuits have many advantages over full-
swing BiCMOS, CMOS, or small-swing bipolar circuits. We show that the optimal
speed fan-in for low-swing BiCMOS logic circuits is generally in the range of 7 to 20,
depending on the process characteristics and gate topology.  This high fan-in means that
the bipolar device parasitic capacitances primarily determine the circuit speed and speed-
power products, instead of f as in the case of low fan-in mux/demux communicationT
circuits. SiGe HBT BiCMOS circuits are attractive for logic circuits not primarily for
their higher f , but rather for their increased maximum device currents for a givenT
parasitic capacitance and for their smaller V , which can lower chip power dissipation.be
Finally, for small-swing BiCMOS circuits to be competitive with CMOS they must also
be built from the same lithography as CMOS circuits, have local interconnect for inter-
device intra-gate wiring, and be built with a full-custom design methodology.
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1. Introduction

Low-swing BiCMOS circuits typically have logic swings of less than 600mV and use ECL or
CML-based logic structures [1]. These swings are significantly smaller than those used in even
1.5V CMOS.  Since the time to charge a wire at the output of a gate is proportional to the logic
swing, low-swing BiCMOS circuits have a potential inherent speed advantage over CMOS cir-
cuits.

Low-swing BiCMOS circuits can use CMOS RAM cells for memory.  This offers a significant
density advantage (about 4:1) over pure bipolar RAM cells, while providing about the same ac-
cess times if BiCMOS peripheral circuits are used. For example, in microprocessors a factor of
four increase in RAM density can result in a three-fold reduction in cache miss rates.  Because
cache misses can severely limit the performance of many applications on modern microproces-
sors, improved RAM density is very important for their performance.  This RAM density advan-
tage can also be very useful when implementing buffer memories of ATM switch chips.  This
gives low-swing BiCMOS circuits a significant advantage over pure bipolar circuits.

The conventional use of BiCMOS circuits for logic uses the bipolar device simply to aid in
driving the capacitive load seen by a CMOS gate and not for performing the logic function itself.
Here logic swings equal to the supply voltage are used.  As the MOS supply voltages scale down
with lithography, the V drop of the output transistor in a conventional full-swing BiCMOS gatebe
becomes a larger and larger percentage of the logic swing and begins to greatly degrade the
performance. The use of full-swing BiCMOS circuits has not shown significant promise below
2V supplies, unless both NPN and PNP bipolar devices are available [4].

In contrast, low-swing BiCMOS circuits use bipolar transistors for computing logic functions
as well as for driving wires.  ECL logic structures work well with logic swings of only 600mV.
The supply voltages for ECL BiCMOS logic circuits are not limited by the supply voltage limits
of the MOS devices.  As the MOS supplies scale down to 1.5V from 5V, interfacing CMOS
circuits and ECL circuits becomes easier due to the smaller differences in swings.  Thus low-
swing BiCMOS circuits can benefit from MOS supply scaling rather than suffer from it, as full-
swing BiCMOS circuits do.

Unlike full-swing BiCMOS circuits, ECL-based low-swing BiCMOS logic circuits dissipate
static power.  However, the use of MOS memories can save considerable power over the power
dissipated by pure-bipolar circuits.  Also, small-swing active-pull-down circuits [11, 7, 12] have
recently been demonstrated that can reduce the static power of the output of a logic gate by
almost an order of magnitude. Thus, although the power of low-swing BiCMOS logic circuits
will be larger than that required for CMOS, we do not believe it will be prohibitively large in
many applications.

In Section 2 we give circuit examples on how BiCMOS can be useful for logic and memory
circuits. Section 3 gives process directions based on these circuits and lists other requirements
for the successful use of low-swing BiCMOS circuits.  Section 4 summarizes the paper.
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CIRCUIT AND PROCESS DIRECTIONS FOR LOW-VOLTAGE SWING SUBMICRON BICMOS

2. Small-swing BiCMOS circuits

One of the advantages of BiCMOS small-swing circuits over bipolar ECL circuits is the
availability of MOS current sources. Figure 1 shows an OR/NOR gate using nMOS current
sources. In order to behave as a current source, the nMOS transistors must be in their saturated
region. Small nMOS devices can provide currents of 100µA and be kept in saturation as long as
V > V − V and V can be as low as 0.6V.  In contrast a bipolar current source would requireds gs t ds
a V = 0.6V drop across the current source resistor for best tracking and an additional drop ofswing
0.8V across the current source transistor to keep it completely out of saturation.  The net result is
that a traditional -4.5V current switch supply and a -3.3V emitter follower supply can be reduced
to -3.7V and -2.5V, respectively.  This can easily save 20% or more of the power of a bipolar-
only chip.

Gnd

Vr1cba

-2.5V

-3.7V

(-0.8V max)

(-1.6V max)

Vcscs

Vcsef

Figure 1: OR/NOR gate using nMOS current sources

The use of a NMOS current source can be limited by either channel punch through or oxide
breakdown. Since the current source device usually has at least 2X the minimum channel length,
the channel punch through for a 2.5V process should be at least 3.5V.  The oxide breakdown is
usually significantly higher than the minimum channel width punch through voltage, so it should
be at least 3.5V as well.  The supply for the gate current switch (V ) in Figure 1 is -3.7V.  Thisee
does not present a problem for the use of nMOS current sources since the highest voltage ever
seen at the drain of the MOS device is -1.6V, resulting in a V of 2.1V.  The maximum V ofds ds
the emitter-follower current source is 1.7V.  To insure saturation with a V of 0.6V and a V ofds t
0.6V, V must be 1.2V or less above the negative supply.  Thus the nMOS current sourcecscs
operating point is well within the channel punch through and oxide breakdown limits for a 2.5V
process, and would likely work even with a 1.5V process.

Another significant advantage of the nMOS current sources is that the nMOS transistors have
no gate current corresponding to the base current of a bipolar current source.  This makes the
distribution of the current source reference voltage much easier since the resistance of the dis-
tribution network is not a first-order concern and therefore no IR drops occur in the distribution
network.

Large amounts of on-chip memory are crucial for many applications such as microprocessors.
Low-swing BiCMOS memory circuits have many advantages over pure bipolar or pure CMOS
circuits. Because a CMOS memory core does not dissipate significant power, the memory core
can be powered from the larger power supply by using a diode drop on the upper supply and
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regulator circuit from the bottom supply.  This allows bipolar pull-ups and active nMOS pull-
down circuits to be used to drive RAM word lines without speed degradation, since the MOS
RAM core has its upper supply shifted by a diode drop as well.  Other small-swing circuits, such
as wired-ORs, can be very useful for building fast decoders.  Bipolar cascode circuits enable
very fast sensing.  The combination of a CMOS core with BiCMOS peripheral circuits can
achieve about the same density as pure CMOS but with about 2X higher performance.

2.1. Function delay vs. gate complexity

When implementing very complex logic functions, such as those required by a 64 bit
microprocessor, there are many possibilities for restructuring the design’s logic equations.  Any
logic equation can be represented in two levels of logic (e.g., canonical sum-of-products form),
however this extreme approach can result in an explosion of the fan-in per logic stage for com-
plex functions.  Other structures of the logic equations are possible that use very small fan-ins
(e.g., 2 or 3) but have very many stages of logic.  For example, 64-bit carry lookahead adders
could be constructed from 6 stages of 2 bit groups, 3 stages of 4 bit groups, or 2 stages of 8 bit
groups. In this section we discuss the best logic structures for low-swing BiCMOS circuits.

Figure 3 shows the delay versus the fan-in of a low-swing BiCMOS NOR gate implemented in
the 0.6µm process of Table 2. The gate delay is measured by simulating a 19-stage ring oscil-
lator. All the devices in the gate are minimum size and both the current switch and the emitter
follower are operated at a 350µA current. A 10X increase in the gate fan-in (from an inverter to a
10 input NOR gate) results in only a 2.2X increase in gate delay. The second curve in Figure 3
shows the delay of a NOR gate with the same fan-in when implemented as a two stage network.
The delay of the two stage gate network is larger than the delay of a single higher fan-in gate
until a fan-in of 14 is reached.

0.8um [5] 0.6um [13]

device type single-poly double-poly

A 0.8 X 1.6um 0.5 X 2.0umE

β 90 100

f 15 GHz 20 GHzT

R 700 ohms 250 ohmsb

C 10.2ff 8.0ffjs

C 2.9ff 3.5ffjc

C 3.3ff 6.0ffje

Figure 2: Bipolar transistor parameters used in the simulations

If speed-power product is used as the metric, the crossover for splitting a logic function into
more than one stage pushes out even further.  Figure 4 shows the same comparison in terms of
speed-power product.  The large steps in the 2-stage curve occur when another gate must be
added to the gate tree to handle the increased fan-in, while the small steps occur when the fan-in
of a gate in the 2-stage network increases by one.  For example, the large step between a fan-in
of 7 and 8 occurs when going from two fan-in of 3 gates feeding a gate with fan-in of 3 to three
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Figure 3: ECL NOR gate delay versus fan-in

gates with fan-in of 3 feeding a gate with fan-in of 3.  Looking at the trends of the 1-stage and
2-stage speed-power products, it can be seen that the lines are diverging.  Thus it is always op-
timal from a speed-power standpoint to implement a wide NOR function in a single stage of
logic. An implication for circuit noise margins is that it makes sense to allow a very large ∆Vbe
due to current sharing among in OR/NOR structures.  By limiting the maximum OR/NOR fan-in
to 32, a noise allowance of about 115mV would be sufficient.
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Figure 4: ECL NOR speed-power product versus fan-in
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These high optimal fan-ins occur for other ECL processes as well. For example, the one-stage
vs. two-stage crossovers for the 0.8um process in Table 2 and a low-stress trench-isolated 0.8µm
process [9] are 14 as well.  Unfortunately, in the gate array and standard cell design
methodologies that have been common with ECL circuits to date, most circuits in the cell
libraries have had fairly small per-stage fan-ins.  It is not uncommon for the maximum fan-in to
be only 8, and the average fan-in to be only 3 or 4.  This results in poor circuit delay and power
dissipation in comparison to optimal fan-in circuits.

2.2. Optimal fan-ins for CMOS vs. low-swing BiCMOS

One factor which is overlooked in many comparisons of CMOS and ECL circuit technologies
is that ECL has better fan-in and fan-out capabilities than CMOS.  Figure 5 plots the ratio of a
CMOS static NAND over an ECL NOR gate delay versus varying gate fan-in and fan-out.  Thus
the X-axis in Figure 5 represents the ‘‘logic power’’ of each circuit style. The delays of the gates
are from simulation of gates built in two contemporary 0.8 um CMOS [10], and BiCMOS
[5] technologies. The ECL gate uses minimum devices and switch and emitter follower currents
of 200µA. Figure 5 shows that a single stage gate implemented in static CMOS becomes much
slower than a corresponding gate in ECL as the gate complexity and fan-out requirements in-
crease. For fan-in = fan-out = 1, the ECL gate is only 3.3 times faster than the CMOS gate.
Thus when comparing CMOS and ECL ring oscillator delays, the ECL gates may not appear to
be much faster.  However, for logic applications an ECL inverter is largely a useless circuit since
most gates can produce true and complement outputs and gates have high overall current gain, so
that the taper buffers common in CMOS circuits are not required.  As the usefulness of the gate
logic function increases, the speed advantage of ECL over CMOS increases. This shows that
logic comparisons that compare small "toy" logic equations with fan-ins of only two or three are
biased towards CMOS.  Real applications, such as 64-bit adders, afford many opportunities for
very high fan-in gates.

Of course this comparison is not the whole story.  Other circuit techniques are available in
both CMOS and ECL for improving the performance of high fan-in gates.  For example,
dynamic logic families in CMOS avoid the extra capacitance of many large p-channel devices or
the high-resistance of many stacked p-channel devices.  Differential CMOS logic families also
can offer reduced delays, but at the expense of increased power dissipation.  These more ad-
vanced circuit families are not applicable in all circumstances, but are generally used widely in
modern high-performance microprocessors.  Similarly, wired-OR circuits in ECL (emitter dot-
ting) offer reduced delay and power over an ECL OR gate.  Differential and cascode circuits can
provide very high speeds for ECL fan-ins of 50 or more.  Unfortunately these circuits are not
typically provided or even allowed in gate array or standard cell design systems, which are
predominately used for ECL logic design.

2.3. Communication logic circuits vs. computer logic circuits

In communication circuits one of the most important design criteria is the maximum sustain-
able bandwidth, while in logic applications one of the most important criteria is the minimum
latency. This leads communication circuits to typically limit gate fan-ins to a maximum of two,
and to use many gates in series to provide the equivalent logic functionality of larger fan-ins.
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Figure 5: Ratio of 0.8um CMOS static NAND to 0.8um ECL NOR gate delay

While this allows higher bandwidths to be sustained, it increases the overall latency and so is not
acceptable in logic circuits.  Figure 6 plots the bandwidth vs. latency vs.  speed-power product of
implementing various multiplexors from 2 through 16 inputs either as a single gate or as a tree of
2-input multiplexor gates.  The bandwidth advantages of using only 2-input multiplexor building
blocks is clear; even the bandwidth of a 3 or 4-input multiplexor is dramatically less.  However
the gate delay crossover between one large fan-in multiplexor and a tree of 2-input multiplexors
does not occur until a fan-in of 11 is reached.  Again, the speed-power products of the two im-
plementations diverge, meaning the single gate always has a better speed-power product.  Gates
with somewhat larger fan-in than 11 pay only a small delay penalty, but have a large power
advantage. This difference in optimal gate fan-ins between communication and logic circuits
can have a significant effect on the importance of different bipolar transistor parameters, as we
shall see in the next section.

3. Requirements for competitive small-swing submicron BiCMOS

In the previous section we discussed the bipolar device characteristics which would be most
favorable for low-swing BiCMOS circuits.  This section presents the resulting process features
and CAD/design methodology requirements for competitive low-swing BiCMOS circuits.

3.1. Bipolar device parameter delay sensitivities

Figure 7 shows how the delay of an 8-input multiplexor varies as f , C , C , and C areT jc js je
increased or decreased by up to a factor of two for the 0.6µm process parameters given in Table
2. One of the first things to notice is that a factor of two reduction in f (from 20Ghz to 10GHz)T
results in less than 10% speed degradation of the multiplexor.  Instead, the device capacitances
C and C are by far the most important device properties for large fan-in multiplexors. Figurejc js
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Figure 6: Multiplexor bandwidth, latency, and speed-power product

8 shows how the delay of an 8-input NOR gate varies as various transistors parameters are
varied. Again C and C are the dominant terms, although f is relatively more important thanjc js T
for the multiplexor. This device parameter sensitivity is in sharp contrast to the sensitivity of
small 2-fan-in differential communication circuits, where the ∆V×C delay terms are much
smaller due to the smaller fan-ins and smaller differential swings.  Here f alone is a goodT
predictor of circuit bandwidth [14].

The most common technology benchmarks for ECL logic circuits are single-ended swing ring
oscillators. These circuits have similar device parameter sensitivities as 2-fan-in differential cir-
cuits. Figure 9 shows a sensitivity analysis for a ring oscillator with five stages of buffers and
five of inverters.  For logic applications, however, an ECL inverter or buffer is largely a useless
circuit. If logic applications are at all being considered as a target of process development, much
better benchmarks would be fan-in = fan-out = 8 multiplexors and NOR gates.
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Figure 7: 8-input multiplexor delay sensitivity analysis
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Figure 8: 8-input NOR gate delay sensitivity analysis

We can define a logic speed figure of merit for a bipolar device which is the reflects the
average sensitivity of the dominant delay terms for the multiplexor and NOR gates.  The average
sensitivity to C in Figures 7 and 8 is 38% while the average sensitivity to C is 22%.  C is lessjc js js
important than C because it is reversed-biased and there is no Miller effect.  Thus our simplejc
figure of merit is:
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Figure 9: High-speed ring oscillator delay sensitivity analysis

Imax
Logic_speed =FOM 0.38×C + 0.22×Cjc js

However, this does not take into account power, which is not an unlimited resource on a VLSI
chip. Dividing by the current to get a speed-power product figure of merit (the power supply
voltage remains constant so it can be omitted):

1
Speed_power_product =FOM 0.38×C + 0.22×Cjc js

Finally, circuit density is also a measure of computational power [3]. Combining the two figures
of merit above and dividing by the device area, we get a systems figure of merit:

Imax
System_performance =FOM 2(0.38×C + 0.22×C ) × Ajc js device

This figure of merit is quite different than traditional bipolar transistor optimization criteria.

3.2. Lithography

One of the biggest limitations of gate array and standard cell ECL circuits in comparison to
full-custom CMOS circuits has been their poorer circuit density and integration.  This has often
been compounded by the availability of coarser lithography in contemporary VLSI bipolar
processes in comparison to CMOS processes.  Circuit density is one of the most important
parameters in determining overall system performance [3]. For example, with a lithographic fea-
ture size better by 1.4X, twice the number of components are available on-chip.  This can
directly translate to 2X better system performance in microprocessors by allowing multipliers to
retire twice as many bits per cycle, processors to issue twice as many instructions per cycle, etc.
A factor of three advantage in circuit performance can all to easily be thrown away with coarser
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lithography. Thus it is essential that the bipolar devices in a BiCMOS process be jointly
developed with the CMOS devices in the same time frame as pure CMOS processes with the
same lithography.

Simultaneous development of CMOS and bipolar devices is easiest if the bipolar device shares
as many steps with the CMOS process as possible.  Simultaneous development is also aided by
having a bipolar device which is scalable with lithography.  In these respects single-poly devices
have many advantages over double-poly or more exotic bipolar device structures.

3.3. Interconnect

Just as lithography is crucial for density, so is adequate interconnect.  Full-custom CMOS
circuits significantly improve their density through the use of silicided local diffusion and
polysilicon wiring.  In many double-poly processes, the use of silicide for local interconnect
between device terminals is not allowed.  Thus typically in ECL gate arrays only metal is used
for device connections.  The recent design of a full-custom ECL microprocessor has shown that
if local interconnect is available, the majority of intra-gate wiring connections can be made with-
out the use of metal [6]. This combined with the wire planning which is done in custom designs
allows the devices to be packed at minimum spacing across an entire die, and significantly im-
proves system density and performance.

3.4. Impact of heterostructures

One very promising process development for low-swing BiCMOS logic circuits is SiGe HBT
BiCMOS processes [2]. SiGe HBT BiCMOS is promising for two primary reasons: increased
current densities and a reduced V . As we saw with our logic speed figure-of-merit, the logicbe
speed depends primarily on the maximum device current divided by device capacitances. Since
SiGe HBTs can be developed with similar device parasitics for the same device structure, but
allow much higher current densities, they should give much higher logic speeds.  Also, because
the V of the SiGe HBT can be about 0.2V less than a Si BJT, the power supply of the chip canbe
be lowered almost proportionally.  With modern active pull-down circuits and full-custom
design, the vast majority of the power would be dissipated in the gate current switches them-
selves. Thus a reduction in the gate current switch power supply voltage would result in a com-
mensurate power dissipation reduction.

3.5. CAD/Design methodology requirements

Although the use of small-swing BiCMOS circuits can give a performance advantage over
CMOS circuits, it is important not to throw this potential performance advantage away by using
an inappropriate design style.  ECL logic circuits have historically been used in multichip gate-
array processors with low density and performance in comparison to full-custom CMOS
microprocessors. This has led many people to the erroneous conclusion that CMOS circuits have
become faster than ECL circuits.  We believe a more accurate conclusion is that ECL design
techniques have remained mired in a design technique over the past decade which throws away
much of their performance (e.g., gate arrays or standard cells), while CMOS full-custom design
techniques have continued to improve, negating most of the inherent speed advantage of ECL.
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To illustrate this point, consider the recent remapping of a Unisys mainframe from many ECL
gate arrays into many CMOS gate arrays [8]. The Unisys 2200/900 uses a 1.5µm bipolar ECL
technology and has a performance of 40 MIPS.  The Unisys 2200/500 uses 0.8µm CMOS gate
arrays and has a performance of 10 MIPS.  In this case when the same design styles are used,
even though the lithography used in the ECL machine is worse by a factor of two, the ECL
machine still has four times the performance of the CMOS implementation.  Does this mean that
a full-custom small-swing BiCMOS microprocessor should be expected to have four times the
performance of a similar full-custom CMOS microprocessor?  Our experience with a full-custom
1µm ECL microprocessor [6] has lead us to believe that a significant performance advantage can
be obtained with full-custom small-swing circuits.

4. Conclusions

Low-swing (<600mV) submicron BiCMOS circuits have many advantages over full-swing
BiCMOS, CMOS, or small-swing bipolar circuits.  Low-swing BiCMOS circuits offer a sig-
nificant speed advantage over CMOS circuits while offering better density and lower power dis-
sipation than small-swing bipolar circuits.  The static power dissipation of low-swing BiCMOS
circuits does remain higher than than of pure CMOS circuits.  However, unlike conventional
full-swing BiCMOS circuits, which lose their advantages over pure CMOS circuits at reduced
supply voltages, small-swing bipolar circuits become more attractive with MOS supply voltage
scaling.

The optimal speed fan-in for low-swing BiCMOS logic circuits is generally in the range of 7
to 20, depending on the process characteristics and gate topology.  When speed-power is con-
sidered, the optimum is to always use a single stage of logic where possible.  These degrees of
fan-in are much larger than have been historically provided in ECL gate array or standard cell
libraries.

The best process characteristics for implementing low-swing BiCMOS logic and memory cir-
cuits are quite different from the best process characteristics for communication circuits. Logic
circuits have high fan-ins and fan-outs in comparison to communication circuits, and have larger
single-ended swings in comparison to the smaller differential swings of communication circuits.
Because of this the most important bipolar device characteristics are just the maximum bipolar
device current over the device capacitances.  The importance of f can be lower by almost anT
order of magnitude for logic circuits in comparison to communication circuits.  Although the
higher f of SiGe would be important for communication circuits, it is primarily the higherT
device current densities supported by the SiGe devices along with their lower V that are attrac-be
tive for logic circuits.

Whatever process is used for implementing small-swing BiCMOS circuits, for them to be
competitive with CMOS they must be built from the same lithography as CMOS circuits, have
local interconnect for inter-device intra-gate wiring, and be built with a full-custom design
methodology. Otherwise the circuit speed afforded by the small-swing BiCMOS will be squan-
dered away.
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